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Controlling domain wall nucleation and injection through focussed ion beam irradiation in perpendicularly magnetized nanowires
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Using Ga\(^+\) focussed ion beam irradiation of Ta/Pt/CoFeB/Pt perpendicularly magnetized nanowires, the nucleation and injection fields of domain walls into the nanowires is controlled. The nucleation and injection fields can be varied as a function of dose, however, the range of injection fields is found to be limited by the creation of a step in anisotropy between the irradiated and unirradiated regions. This can be altered by defocussing the beam, which allows the injection fields to be further reduced. The ability to define an arbitrary dose profile allows domain walls to be injected at different fields either side of an asymetrically irradiated area, which could form the initial stage of a logic device. The effect of the thickness of the magnetic layer and the thickness of a Ta underlayer on the dose required to remove the perpendicular anisotropy is also studied and is seen that for similar Ta underlayers the dose is determined by the thickness of the magnetic layer rather than its anisotropy. This finding is supported by some transport of ions in matter simulations. © 2017 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

INTRODUCTION

Magnetic nanowires have been widely studied due to possible applications in data storage and logic.\(^1\)\(^2\) A domain wall separating two magnetic domains in a nanowire has shown great promise as a memory or logic bit due to the ability to move them at high speeds and to manipulate the properties of the domain walls.\(^3\)\(^-\)\(^5\) Recently, focus has turned to perpendicularly magnetized materials where the large out-of-plane anisotropies lead to very narrow domain walls, which are particularly promising for technological applications.\(^6\)\(^7\) It has been shown that these walls can have very high velocities when driven by both fields and in-plane currents.\(^8\)\(^9\)

One requirement of these designs is the controlled injection of domain walls into the nanowires. Various methods to achieve this have been demonstrated including local Oersted fields,\(^6\) manipulation of the in-plane shape\(^10,11\) and irradiation by focussed ion beam (FIB).\(^12,13\) FIB irradiation of perpendicular materials has been shown to reduce the anisotropy of the irradiated area, largely by causing intermixing of the heavy metal/magnetic interfaces which provide the perpendicular anisotropy.\(^14\) The perpendicular anisotropy is a competition between an interfacial magnetocrystalline anisotropy and the demagnetizing energy of the layer. This effective anisotropy can be written as \(K_{\text{eff}} = K_0 - (\mu_0 M_s^2)/2\), where \(K_0\) is given by the strength of the interfacial anisotropy (from the combined effect of the two interfaces), \(\mu_0\) is the vacuum permeability and \(M_s\) the saturation magnetization. The perpendicular anisotropy reduces much more rapidly than the saturation magnetization of the material with increasing ion dose. It is expected that a local reduction in anisotropy caused by FIB irradiation will provide a preferential nucleation site for reversed domains.\(^13,15\) The domain walls created by reversing the irradiated area with reduced anisotropy can then be used as bits for data storage or logic applications.
FIG. 1. SEM image of a series of 500 nm wide, 20 µm long nanowires with irradiated areas on the left hand side seen through a change in colour.

In this paper we study the domain wall injection properties of FIB irradiated perpendicularly magnetized nanowires, distinguishing between the nucleation fields of reversed domains in the irradiated part and the field required to inject the domain wall into the unirradiated nanowire. We show that by varying the dose the domain wall injection field changes systematically and that by designing asymmetric irradiation profiles, domain walls can be injected into two sides of the same wire at different fields. The effects of changing the thicknesses of the magnetic layers and the Ta underlayer are also studied.

METHODS

The wires studied have a width of 500 nm and a general layer structure of Ta/Pt/CoFeB/Pt. The wires are patterned using a lift-off technique with PMMA and e-beam lithography. An SEM image of part of an array of irradiated wires is shown in figure 1. The darker patches on the left-hand side of the wires show the irradiated area. Irradiation is carried out with an FEI Helios NanoLab dual beam system. Data shown in this paper is taken from averages of 12 wires unless stated otherwise.

DOMAIN WALL NUCLEATION AND INJECTION

In figure 2(a) a typical set of switching field versus dose plots for nucleation and injection fields is given for perpendicularly magnetized Ta (4 nm)/Pt (10 nm)/CoFeB (0.6 nm)/Pt (2 nm) nanowires measured by focused polar magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) magnetometry. The switching field of an unirradiated nanowire is shown by the horizontal blue line. As the ion dose is initially increased both the nucleation and injection fields decrease. This means that when a reversed domain is nucleated in the irradiated part it immediately propagates along the wire. This trend continues until, at around $1.5 \times 10^{13}$ ions/cm$^3$, the two fields diverge. In the polar MOKE measurement this is seen as a two step hysteresis loop corresponding to the two fields (not shown). As the dose increases further the nucleation field decreases until the effective perpendicular anisotropy in the irradiated wire is extinguished and this region of the wire has in-plane magnetization. This
is the expected effect of the FIB irradiation due to reduction of perpendicular anisotropy from the intermixing of the CoFeB/Pt interfaces by the Ga\(^+\) bombardment. The lower anisotropy leads to lower nucleation fields until the perpendicular anisotropy is overcome by the demagnetizing energy and the magnetization lies in-plane. The injection field, however, after it diverges from the nucleation field, increases for increasing dose. To understand this behavior micromagnetic simulations were carried out, shown in figure 2(b). A 500 nm wide wire was used with a 200 nm long section given a reduced anisotropy, K\(_{0}^{\prime}\). For the rest of the wire an interfacial perpendicular anisotropy, K\(_0\), of 1.3 MJ/m\(^3\) was used, with an M\(_s\) of 1.2 \times 10^6 A/m, which leads to an effective perpendicular anisotropy of 0.4 MJ/m\(^3\). Figure 2(b) is plotted in terms of the effective anisotropy of the reduced anisotropy region going from perpendicular to in-plane magnetized. Two different sets of simulations with varying K\(_{0}^{\prime}\) were carried out. Firstly, the magnetic field required to reverse the region of lowered anisotropy was found. To do this the wire was initially negatively saturated then a positive applied field was increased in steps of 10 Oe, with an in-plane field along the wire of 5 Oe in order to break the symmetry, until the irradiated part reversed (black squares). The nucleation field closely follows the effective anisotropy field of the wire, also marked in figure 2(b). Secondly, the simulation was started with the section with lowered anisotropy already reversed and the field required to propagate the reversed domain wall along the remaining wire was found (red circles). It should be noted that these are 0 K simulations so, as would be expected, the nucleation and propagation fields are much higher than in room temperature experiments.

However, there is a clear qualitative agreement between the simulation and experiment. Firstly, reducing the anisotropy leads to a reduction in the nucleation field until the magnetization lies in-plane. Secondly, the injection field is a monotonically increasing function of the reduction of anisotropy even into the region where there is in-plane anisotropy. In the experiment we cannot probe the injection field until it is at higher field than the nucleation field, giving rise to the nucleation and injection fields tracking each other at low doses. The reason for the increasing injection field is the creation of a step in anisotropy of increasing size between the irradiated and unirradiated areas. As the difference in the anisotropy increases so does the field required to overcome the difference. This shows that it is possible to tune the injection field of a domain wall into a nanowire with FIB, but only within a certain range due to this effect. The issue is apparent (see figure 2(a)) if we note that in this layer structure we are unable to inject a domain wall at less than 200 Oe, even though the nucleation field can be made arbitrarily small.

One way to change the injection properties and to circumvent the issue described above is to change the boundary between the irradiated and unirradiated regions. In the experimental data described above the region between the two parts of the nanowire was defined by the Gaussian width of the FIB beam. This is around 3.5 nm at the focal point of the beam. This width can be effectively increased by defocusing the beam by moving the sample stage relative to the focal point. The effect of defocusing on the injection field is shown in figure 3. This experiment was carried out on a Ta (4 nm) / Pt (6 nm) / CoFeB (0.6 nm) / Pt (2 nm) sample. The range of ion doses used leads to the dosed region having in-plane magnetization. There is no reduction in the domain wall injection...
FIG. 3. Injection fields for a Ta (4 nm) / Pt (6 nm) / CoFeB (0.6 nm) / Pt (2 nm) sample with doses of $4 \times 10^{13}$ ions/cm$^2$ (blue), $6 \times 10^{13}$ ions/cm$^2$ (black), and $8 \times 10^{13}$ ions/cm$^2$ (red) as a function of the defocus of the sample stage.

field at no defocus, probably due to nucleation elsewhere in the wire. By increasing the defocus the domain wall injection field reduces. The defocussing increases the width of the transition region and so reduces the rate of change of the anisotropy, allowing injection from the in-plane region.$^{13}$

ASYMMETRIC DEVICES

One way to take advantage of this effect is to create designed irradiation profiles. This could allow, for example, one nucleation patch to lead to domain walls nucleating at different fields to the left and right, forming part of a simple domain wall logic device.$^{18}$ Such a device is shown in figure 4. In figure 4(a) average switching fields of the device to the left and right of the irradiated area are shown. In the center of the figure is the schematic of the device with the ten different radiation

FIG. 4. (a) Injection fields to the left and right of the asymmetrically irradiated area for 6 different nanowire devices (different symbols). Inset: Schematic of the ion dose profile. (b) Illustrative hysteresis loops showing the asymmetry in switching between the left and right hand ends of the irradiated nanowire.
doses used to create a particular lateral anisotropy profile, which is shown schematically in the inset of figure 4(a). Each irradiated section is 100 µm across. The profile is strongly asymmetric with a much sharper transition on the left-hand side between the most irradiated section and the unirradiated area than on the right-hand side which has a graded profile. The profile is created with a fully focussed FIB beam, which gives a greater control of the profile than the defocussed beam in figure 3. In figure 4(b) hysteresis loops are shown for one wire, where it is seen that the right-hand side of the wire switches at more than 600 Oe, whilst the left-hand side switches at less than 400 Oe, allowing selective propagation of the domain walls created by the reversal of the irradiated area.

**EFFECT OF CoFeB AND Ta LAYER THICKNESSES**

A further interesting matter for the use of FIB irradiation for controlling nanowire properties is the effect of the layer structure. There are several points to take into account. For a given set of underlayers and capping layers thicker magnetic layers have lower anisotropy because the out-of-plane anisotropy is an interfacial effect. However, changing the underlayers can also effect the anisotropy. In figure 5 atomic force microscopy images are shown of an 8 nm thick Pt layer grown directly on Si (figure 5(a)) or with a 2 nm Ta buffer (figure 5(b)). As can be seen the inclusion of a Ta buffer causes a considerable reduction in the roughness of the Pt layer. This will also enhance the perpendicular anisotropy of a magnetic layer grown on top.\(^{19,20}\) However, increasing the Ta thickness further can lead to reductions in perpendicular anisotropy as the Ta layer changes from amorphous to polycrystalline with increasing thickness.

The effect of changing the Ta layer, along with changing the CoFeB thickness is studied in figure 6. Firstly, in figure 6(a) the change in nucleation field as a function of dose is shown for four different multilayer structures with data averaged over six wires per point. Three of the wires are of the form Ta (4 nm) / Pt (6 nm) / CoFeB (x) / Pt (2 nm) with x of 0.6 nm, 0.7 nm and 0.8 nm and the fourth wire has Ta (2 nm) / Pt (6 nm) / CoFeB (0.6 nm) / Pt (2 nm). For the samples with 4 nm Ta layers, the anisotropies are 0.87 MJ/m\(^3\), 0.70 MJ/m\(^3\), and 0.57 MJ/m\(^3\) for the 0.6 nm, 0.7 nm and 0.8 nm layers, respectively, and 0.98 MJ/m\(^3\) for the sample with a 2 nm Ta underlayer. The anisotropies were derived from the hard axis saturation field measured on thin films and it is assumed that patterning into 500 nm nanowires does not strongly affect these values.

As can be seen from figure 6(a) the samples with higher anisotropy require a lower ion dose to become in-plane magnetized, with the two highest anisotropies not distinguishable. This is quite surprising, and indeed it has been suggested previously that the trend should be opposite to this.\(^ {13}\) The conclusion from this data is that, for the range of thickness studied here, the thickness of the ferromagnetic layers determines the dose required to put the magnetization in-plane not the initial value of the anisotropy.
FIG. 6. (a) Trends in nucleation field with increasing ion dose for a series of nanowires of different layer structure, normalized to the injection field without irradiation. (b) Nucleation field as a function of dose for two layers without Ta underlayers, normalized to the injection field without irradiation.

In figure 6(b) two sets of wires without Ta buffers are measured. Compared to figure 6(a) the required doses to cause the magnetism to lie in plane are significantly lower. This is because the effective perpendicular anisotropy of these layers is significantly lower than the same magnetic layer thickness with a Ta buffer. For the 0.6 nm CoFeB layer the effective perpendicular anisotropy is 0.25 MJ/m$^3$, and for the 0.9 nm CoFeB layer 0.07 MJ/m$^3$. However, the same effect of changing the magnetic layer thickness is seen here. The 0.9 nm CoFeB requires a higher dose to cause the magnetization to lie in plane.

Support for the idea that for a given set of underlayers the thicker magnetic layer may require higher doses before the magnetization lies in plane is supported by some exploratory transport of ions in matter (TRIM) simulations. Using a Ta (4 nm) / Pt (10 nm) / CoFeB (0.6/0.9 nm) / Pt (2 nm) stack with an incoming beam of Ga$^+$ ions at 25 keV the number of vacancies and replacement collisions is simulated. The CoFeB is modelled as an amorphous layer with the same Co$_{60}$Fe$_{20}$B$_{20}$ composition as the films used in this study. At the top Pt / CoFeB interface the two data sets are very similar. For the lower CoFeB/Pt interface, which has been shown to provide the majority of the perpendicular anisotropy there is a marked divergence in vacancies of the Co and Fe atoms. For the thicker CoFeB layer there are 2.2 vacancies per ion for Co atoms and 0.7 vacancies per ion for Fe atoms compared to 2.5 (Co) and 0.9 (Fe) vacancies per ion for the thinner layer.

This suggests that the slight difference in CoFeB thickness leads to considerably less intermixing of the Pt/CoFeB bottom interface. This may in part be due to this interface being slightly further from the top interface. However, there is likely to be a complex interaction due to the fact that each ion causes multiple collisions. For instance, the number of replacement collisions, where an atom knocked off its position is replaced by an atom from the same layer, at the bottom interface is 0.7 replacement collisions/ion for the 0.9 nm CoFeB and only 0.3 collisions/ion for the 0.6 nm layer. Another notable feature of the simulations is that the stopping range of the ions in Pt is very short, peaking around 5 nm for the energy used here. This means that the effective dose can be controlled over
quite a large range by altering the capping layer thickness. The sensitivity to the thickness parameters shown here provides another way to optimize the interaction of ion beams with perpendicular layers in order to control the nucleation and injection of domain walls.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the properties of the nucleation and propagation of domain walls in perpendicularly magnetized nanowires has been studied as a function of Ga$^+$ ion dose. It has been found that the injection field of domain walls can be controlled by dose to some extent. The step in anisotropy between irradiated and unirradiated regions leads to higher domain wall injection fields and reduces the range of injection fields that can be obtained through this technique. This can be partly overcome by changing the rate of change of anisotropy with distance. It has been shown by defocussing the beam that lower injection fields can be obtained and then by using a designed dose pattern at full focus the ability to inject domains at different field either side of a nucleation site of a nanowire was shown. Lastly, the effect of changing the magnetic layer thickness and Ta underlayer thickness was studied. For similar Ta underlayers it was seen that the dose required to put the magnetization in plane depends on the thickness of the layer rather than the initial anisotropy, a result supported by TRIM simulations. The experiments combine to show the versatility of FIB irradiation in controlling the properties of perpendicular thin films, which remains a promising avenue for the rapid prototyping of future magnetic devices.
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